&' and 0'
x be the maximal compact subring of k', the maximal ideal in 0' and the group of units in 0', respectively. Then we note that k' is generated over A: by a primitive (^w-l)th root of unity. Let q'=q n . Let £ be a primitive (9'-l)th root of unity. Then £ e @' X and moreover we have 0' = 0[£| and k'=k(Q.
For every positive integer m2:l, we define the subgroup 3! m of the group ' x is said to be primitive if x a) =l. Let co be a primitive character of & x and let 8P' T be the conductor of co. Let T be the embedding of k' into ^{ji, k) as defined in [1] , Then A=T((V' X ) is a compact Cartan subgroup of G such that A^K. We now define the character co of the group A by the formula co(r(a))=co(a) for a e Q'
x . We set X=r(Q. Then X e JK(n, (V). Then we define the one-dimensional representation %x on K r _ s by the formula Xx(x) = z^CD: *(* -1))), x e *_,. Let K x be the centralizer of xx in X. We now assume that r is even so r=2s and hence r-s=s. Then i^x=^l^s. We now define the function X m on K x by the formula *»(<**) = <o(a)xx(x), aeA,xeK $ . Then A^ is a one-dimensional representation of K x which coincides with co on A and with ^ • 1 on K s =K r _ s .
Then the main result can be formulated as follows.
THEOREM, (i) Let cr C0 =Ind s:x |£ : A û ,. Then <?" is an irreducible unitary representation of K.
(ii) Let 7r <Tû) =Ind £ :|oO' û) . Then Tv a is a square integrable irreducible unitary representation ofG.
